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Night a sudden anger like a blazing fire, burning away, pressed Lauren atmosphere dare

not breathe, he looked at Lin Hao, found Lin Hao eyes extremely cold, eyes inside covered
with killing intent, a time Lauren backward and backward, no longer see the previous

arrogant meaning ......

Bob is also inwardly shocked, he is three billion rich, what kind of people have

seen, but suddenly burst out such a terrifying aura of people, or the first time to see. Yes,
it was the first time, it was when he ran into the ancient aristocrats of country F, those
really big people of the sky, they didn't make people feel so depressed when they were

angry ......

But for the sake of Jenny, Bob still gritted his teeth and walked up, "Mr. Lin, please
don't get angry yet, the main thing at the moment is to rescue Jenny ......"

"I know, Jenny I will definitely save, no matter who comes, I will also stomp them

under my feet and make him regret taking Jenny into custody ......" Lin Hao said

indifferently, and his expression was bland. He even forgot to glance at Ghost Nine when

he said he was stepping people under his feet.

The scarlet scar on Ghost Nine's face became parched, this Oriental was rampant

ah, Ghost Nine shook his head, this was the after-effects of taking the medicine, the
emotions were very highly concentrated ......



"Just you also dare to be so wild? Do you know what the other side is? Do you

know the Black Scorpion organization? You don't know, do you? The Black Scorpions

were driven out by our crackdown when they passed through F's territory, resulting in

the subsequent destruction of most of their members and their eventual integration into
the other side's organization! Of course this is to say that the Black Scorpion Organization
is broken, but if you don't know the terror of the Black Scorpion Organization, you can

ask your Easterners, they will tell you the terror of the Black Scorpion Organization, so
don't you scream rampant here ......" said Ghost Nine sneering, saying that the Black

Scorpion Organization was driven out by their crackdown The face was not red at all, as
if it was all their doing.

Lin Hao simply have not seen such a thick skin, night one heard the end of a laugh,
their own boss extinguished the black scorpion, to their mouth credit became theirs?

But it also shows the terror of the Black Scorpion organization from the side.

Lin Hao is also slightly surprised, unexpectedly the Black Scorpion organization is

still quite powerful, even in the F country local evil forces know,? The black scorpion

organization is quite powerful. Unfortunately, ah, was exterminated by himself most of

the ......

"The black scorpion is a little bit of a headache for you guys, but the person who

wiped out most of the black scorpion organization is right in front of your eyes, but still
laughing and talking about it, are you guys, not afraid of death?" Night laughed as he

spoke, and when he said the last, his voice was extremely cold.

"Haha, haha, you say that the Black Scorpion is damaged in the East because of

you Orientals? Orientals? Oh no, you can't say the Orientals, there's still the East, and the
ninja of the East are very powerful. How dare you Chinese claim to have destroyed the



Black Scorpion? Although you have exposed my lies, you are shamelessly putting yourself

forward. Did you embezzle the battle of the East?" After being exposed as a lie, Ghost
Nine was vain for a short while, but when he heard Night One say that the Black Scorpion
was exterminated by them, he scoffed ......

"Haha ......" Night One couldn't help himself and laughed out loud, he hadn't seen
people like this, as a professionally trained person, he wouldn't have laughed easily, but
there were always times when he couldn't help it, like now ......

The Black Scorpion was exterminated by the boss, and the Eastern Ying Saints and

Gods were exterminated by the boss and Jun Wu Ren? The Westerners still look down on

them? This is not a laughing stock, is it?

Chapter 1002

Intentionally loving Wusan Iisan? "Well, don't explain it to him. Didn't the people inside
the Black Scorpion group blend inside the other group? What's more, they threatened me

with Jenny to make me come, isn't it just for revenge? They will definitely show up when

the time comes." Lin Hao interrupted the explanation that Night One had to continue, he
felt that Night One didn't have to don't explain so much for a small minion, one was
unnecessary and the other was a waste of time, of course the main one was a waste of

time.

Night One turned an icy face up and said respectfully, "Big brother, I was wrong."

"Feeble-minded?" Ghost Nine sneered, only his voice was weaker by a good

margin. Lin Hao and Night One were too confident, so confident that they made him

think that they really did these things, but according to their TOB intelligence, China was
weak, so weak that they were suppressed by the East, so he was somewhat unconvinced,



only that seeing is not believing, and now that the Chinese were actually standing in front

of him and acting so hardened, it led to his own judgement going a little wrong... ...

"Master time is up ......" said Lauren nervously as he pulled out his pistol from

inside his trouser pocket, the moment was finally here, could he not be nervous? This is

the line between life and death, ah, think of his own imminent retirement, and will have

a lifetime of inexhaustible property, but also have to go through such an ordeal, if he had
a choice, he did not even want to have these riches, only if he refused Bob's order, I am
afraid that not need to go to the scene will die, tomorrow may walk down the road, will
be hit by a drunk driver... ...

"Mr. Lin, it's time ......" Bob whispered ......

Just now, Ghost Nine's aura obviously lost Lin Hao, so he did not dare to toe the

line at Lin Hao, even the people of Topang are beginning to be a little afraid of Lin Hao,
the first implementation of their own rescue of Jenny still depends on Lin Hao to carry out
it, at this time, no matter how Lin Hao said, is not right, he can not offend Lin Hao ......

If what Lin Hao said is true, then it would be best, a person can put the so-called
Black Scorpion organization extinguished most of the people, that he is strong enough,
after all, the other organization absorbed most of the Black Scorpion organization to grow,
at the same time if this is the main force of the Black Scorpion, then this organization

does not exist, after all, if the other side of the main force is still there, why to join the

other organizations within?

If it's not true, he can't reprimand to anger Lin Hao ......



"Then let's go ......" Lin Hao looked ahead and returned with an aura of looking

down on the world, a group of people beside the voice of Ghost Nine who had been

slouching in awe, Ghost Nine even felt a chill in his body ......

"Who is this person in the end, how can his aura be so terrifying? Are there really

strong people in the East? What the hell ...... "鬼九抖了自己的身体，再次吃吃一口白的麵
粉，从而精神抖 振了很多，心底的恐惧也就就直了消失，转是再恢复了骄傲的模模，这才

让他一群手下人同样成为有自信心起来 ......

"Why hasn't it come yet?" Inside the dimly lit basement, a bald man with

bloodshot blue eyes and a fierce mouth asked the burly man beside him.

On his body, a lowly smell of the kind found in rats could be felt, very, very
strong.

But the strong man beside him was extremely fearful as he approached him, his
eyes not even daring to look straight at him, not just this strong man, but the other six or
seven men were all afraid to look straight at him.

"I saw them on the way in the surveillance, they should be in our main surveillance

area in forty seconds." The strong man said in a low, careful voice.

Chapter 1003

"At last it's coming, my mouth is hungry and thirsty already! Boss, you pray well before

God, I will send Lin Hao him to God to be your servant! I can't stand it anymore ......



oooh ...... it seems like time is speeding up and I'm crushing him ......" Baldy opened his

own mouth and his men from The afterglow inside can see four fronds inside his mouth?
Fushan dyed Wu Ai Yi picking the ground? Sharp teeth and also a trace of blood stained

on them ......

His name is Push Turner, formerly a member of the Black Scorpion organization,
in the Black Scorpion on a mission, it just so happens that he had a mission on his own,
and Lin Hao staggered, otherwise, I'm afraid that also to follow the Black Scorpion and

others to destroy, so he hates Lin Hao when he hates himself more ......

"Take me to meet the girl that God would love, when we finish Lin Hao, let her go
with us to meet God, I think the boss will like it too, the boss likes such good looking and

clean girls the most ......" Push that licked the corner of his mouth, the sharp sharp teeth

cut his lips, bleeding out bright red blood, he did not feel any pain at all, just became as

if he was a cyborg ......

It was only then that it dawned on the burly men that the reason why the rat's big
brother didn't defile such a beautiful girl and entertained her well was all because his

dead big brother liked such girls and he wanted to send such beauties to God so that his
big brother could continue his sex life in another world ......

As for the rat's big brother, they all knew who it was, the former boss of the Black

Scorpion group, but was killed by an orientalist, not just killing Black Scorpion alone, but
the elite part of the Black Scorpion group, so Black Scorpion was forced to integrate into

their group, after all the former Black Scorpion was too dominant and offended many

groups, if they survived on their own, they would have to be exterminated by others ......

"Yes, Brother, this way please ......" They were in the central basement of the ruins

of No.8, after walking through several rooms, inside a dimly lit room, a young girl was



sitting under a vent with her hands and feet tied, her face was haggard, but underneath
such a haggard face, there was a smell of loveliness as well as kindness revealed, she
looked like this, as Twitter said, God would love such a beautiful girl, because God is

kind ......

The light hit her face, and although there was some dirty black stuff on it, it was
still a delicate set of features that could be seen. Her eyes were slightly downcast, but they
were full of hope for life, blue eyes inside, like hiding a river of stars in the night sky, a
faint weariness written on her face, every now and then she raised her head to reveal a

blue light, full of hope ......

"Clang ......"

The door to the room was pushed open, and Pushtna walked in with a few strong

men, Jenny's eyes lit up and her voice said in a clean voice, "Brother Mouse ......"

Twitter that bowed his head like a clown smile lifted up and turned raw and cold,
he was not pretending. Before to Jenny pretend too tired, he pretended to be kind

appearance purpose is to deceive Lin Hao to come, now Lin Hao really came, he did not

need to pretend to go on, and pretend that damn good person, put him to disgusting ......

There are no good people in this world in the first place, good people all deserve to
die! Twitter that hideous up, if there were good people he would not have become this

ghostly appearance, man is not a man, not a beast, while losing most of his senses, do not
know the pain, but also no touch, even if the woman stood in front of him, how he went

how he, he did not have a hint of pleasure, which is why Jenny so young and so beautiful,
he did not have a hint of aggression... ...



It was all Lin Hao's fault! He let out a low roar!
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Chapter 1004

"You know what, little girl? You're going to meet God soon, God would love a nice girl

like you ...... really let God take advantage of you, so pretty and still a fledgling, right?"
Twitter that evil face, all bad expressions ......

Jenny scared? E dyed in the sand steak to cover the closed intention zero? shrank

back, she was completely surprised that before to shush her Twitter that sudden change of

temperament. Only the iron chains made her retreat ...... she was afraid ......

"Scared? Ahahaha, you're such a kind little baby to believe that I'm good to you! If
Lin Hao hadn't destroyed the Black Scorpion, we didn't don't capture you! If Lin Hao

hadn't destroyed the Black Scorpion, I wouldn't have become like this! If it wasn't for Lin
Hao, even if I had caught you, you would have been ravaged and turned into a whore by

now!" Pustner said with a low roar, his eyes scarlet, his heart endlessly angry, he wanted
to eat Lin Hao straight away.

"Ahahaha, being nice to you was to draw Lin Hao here, and now that Lin Hao is

here, then your value is useless! When the time comes, I will send you to God, I am sure

that God will love such a kind beautiful woman, and my dead boss will too ...... enjoy the
rest of your time ......" said Twitter that sneered, Then ordered his men, "Put a monitor in

front of her so she can see how many people will die because of her ......"

"Your father ...... your official family ...... Lin Hao ...... and many, many others ......
ahahahaha ......," Twitterna laughed even more smugly, laughing even more wildly ......



Jenny's already somewhat white face, instantly all lost colour, a trace of blood is

not, that desperate face among, reveal not a trace of hope taste, look at the tweet that

relish.

"You may still have a glimmer of hope, but let me erase it all for you. Your father
Bob has sent people to rescue you after you were captured, only the people your father

invited were all killed by me alone, among them there were people from the North

American side that I ate ...... tasted good ...... Of course, the people your father invited
this time were much stronger It's just a pity that in Toulouse, codenamed 'X', we will eat
up all of Toulouse, no, not just Toulouse, but all of Toulouse, and indeed all of the

southern cities ......" said Twitter that, as he put thought the hopeful blueprint, which
would have arguably counted as confidential, but he felt that saying this to a dead man

should not be considered a leak ......

"You're all evil!" Jenny said in fear, there was no way she could associate someone

with being this bad, even though she had experienced it once, but she still couldn't accept
that people could be this bad, and at the same time she didn't want her loved ones to die

because of her ......

"Can you leave them alone? Let me die alone ......" Jenny whimpered, her pitiful
expression filled with pleas ......

She was too kind, all she wanted was to die herself, to die for others ......

"You? No no, it doesn't matter if you die or not, Lin Hao must die!" Twitter that
shook his head vigorously, like a rattle, how could someone die in place of Lin Hao? No

one, Lin Hao must die!



"It's all because of me ......" Jenny whimpered ......

Chapter 1005

"Oooh ......" Jenny kept crying, her blue eyes were red with tears, but there was no mercy

at all from Pushena, watching his men felt that this was too cruel, but no one dared to

speak out against Pushena, after all, those scarlet fangs were really scary ......

On the monitor computer screen placed inside the room, Ghost Nine was in the

lead, the half of the white mask was very striking, so that Tui Tuana felt that this man

should be the first to die, after all, this man is too disgusting, half of the face is scarred,
and also flushed with red, let him have a kind of inside disgust ......

Walking behind him was Bob, her father. Jenny looked at old Bob and found him

emaciated, for a moment he felt aged by a dozen or twenty years, she was very distressed
and instantly her demeanor aggravated mournful, it was all because of her, otherwise her
father would not have been like this ...... oooh ......

Then was Lauren, her family's housekeeper, nervous, very flustered, as well as
written full of fear on his face, let her know that Lauren very much dislike this situation,
he hates hate, Lauren is such a person, the bones have the pride of the western aristocracy,
always uphold the identity of the other servants, but also always put on the other servants
dislike or like to hang on the face, so she could see that Lauren very much do not want to

come to this place, but all because of her, Lauren will do things they do not like ...... are
bad ......



The last is Lin Hao, Lin Hao brother a calm face, but it is such a calm under, must

have numerous waves, it is like their own father, the case of the sad face, but also to do

out their own very calm and composed look, of course she knows, this is their own
father's pride, a western real noble pride ...... but Lin Hao brother such a calm, let her
very very very self-blame, Lin Hao brother heart must also do not like such a place, as
well as again for their own desperate ......

It's all because of her ......

"Remember their faces, they'll follow you to God ......," Twitter that licked his lips,
scarlet fangs showing, with blood from his cut tongue running down the corners of his

mouth, looking disgusting and nasty.

"Please ......," Jenny's choked voice begged, ? Close the land zero zero service er

intended to cover? She couldn't accept such a picture, couldn't accept that others were
sacrificed because of her ......

Chen Shanshan and Mu Chen were both inside the castle, Chen Shanshan was

extremely worried, walking around inside the guest room, looking at Mu Chen's head,
"Do you think they will have an accident ...... can big brother Lin save Jenny ...... will he
get hurt ...... will he disappear from my sight again after he saves them ...... what am I

thinking ...... big brother Lin will definitely be able to save Jenny ...... but the other side
is so powerful, even uncle Bob is scared, and housekeeper Lauren hates us even more

because of this ...... what should I do ......"

"You've been walking back and forth for over an hour, you should take a break or

your feet won't be able to take it, even if you can still go on, but you've repeated this

sentence dozens of times, it's time for a drink of water ......" Mu Chen advised in a low

voice, he was also apprehensive at this time in his heart and Emotions are complicated,



inexplicably irritable, he does not know why, but always think that this will certainly

appear accidental, after all, the other side also many people, but after the accident, Shen
Xiyan how to do? She is still young, can't he go back to his country to guard her? Go and

accompany her through her most difficult time ......

Chapter 1006

Mu Chen shook his head, feeling that it was simply too mean to have such a thought,
simply not human, at this time still thinking about children, but this idea, has not been
able to press, Mu Chen is too painful, the heart like a demon gripping his heart,
incomparable torment, every minute is difficult to spend.

Chen Shanshan shook his head in refusal, while his body did not mean to stop, but
instead became more impatient, the panic in his heart smashed hard with the falling

leaves floating by outside the window, and became even more frightened.

"Big brother, this perimeter are cameras ......" Night one observed the perimeter,
when entered a place not far from the room under the push that, night one whispered, of
course whisper is very small voice, is to show respect, but everyone can hear ......

Ghost nine after hearing it is also a tremble, a few of his men behind him are good

killers, but completely pressed not even notice, which makes ghost nine and others sweat,
while turning back to stare at night one, contemptuous eyes inside, showing a hint of a

different colour, like the meaning of seriousness, but glancing over Lin Hao, or
contempt ......

"I already know, the southeast corner put three, the northwest corner put two, a
total of eight, three of them in a hundred meters away above the highest ruined tower,
these cameras layout is very interesting, not only can directly watch our movements, even



the highest three cameras are macro control of the surrounding one thousand meters
range of movement, and if to If the area covered by this ruined tower as the centre of the

surveillance becomes an individual, then this surrounding I look like there are at least

dozens of ......" Lin Hao said lightly, he was also a little surprised at the horror of the other
party's organization, the degree of organization and clarity as well as meticulousness of

doing so is too terrifying.

"And surveillance? Dozens of such areas?" Night One was incomparably shocked,
he felt that his scouting skills were good enough to speak to Lin Hao when he found six
cameras. This wasn't the four he had discovered in the first place, but it had taken him a

long time, he was looking left and right as soon as he entered the area, observing
carefully, but he had only discovered four after observing for so long, while his own big

brother, without even looking more than once, had already known that there were four

more, and even more so, he had seen the layout of the surrounding area, this was simply

too terrifying... ...

Big brother's strength, one can't even see the tail when looking up, right?

"This can't be!" Ghost nine? Dyed Aisan Serving Love Lu Fuxi? The company's
main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. ' to
monitor, then would not the people of their own organization go in all have to be

discovered by the other side ......

This is simply too terrifying, at the same time Lin Hao's strength, compared to

them, does not seem even more terrifying? Ghost Nine looked at Lin Hao in disbelief, how
strong was this oriental man? He was so horrified inside that he didn't dare to look

directly at Lin Hao. Lin Hao was indifferent, this was just a simple hint, his purpose was
just to save Jenny, as for the matter of 'X' and Topang, he didn't have the heart to get

involved ......

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1007-1008



Chapter 1007

"But in the eyes of a true expert, this is nothing at all ......" Lin Hao then said indifferently,
not forgetting to shake his head afterwards, obviously disappointed with such a layout,
originally thought what a tricky enemy, now it seems to be nothing more than that,
Western Europe, is it really that terrifying?

Lin Hao faintly lamented ......

The ghost nine can't help but look at Lin Hao with a deep frown, isn't this person
pretending a little too much? They have an absolutely strong scouting hand, they all

failed to find out the surveillance, although he did find it, but said that in the eyes of the

real experts, this is nothing? Oh, could he be a half-orc?

That can't be! The Orcs were the main army of Western Europe, the most

mysterious and terrifying force, and their boss, Tobin, was most likely an Orc, the
strength of which made people feel irresistible just by looking at him. It was so terrifying,
he could even think that if at such a time, the boss would have been just like a wild cat,
easily able to kill ...... or even eat them all ......

But a mysterious power like Orca, which the imbecile Orientals might not have

access to? Could it be mystical kung fu? Oh, that's even more unlikely, oriental kung fu?
In the eyes of the general public it feels very powerful, but inside their group of powerful

organizations that have come into contact with Orcs, they feel that kung fu is a joke,
imitating animals to emit power, has a comparison to Orcs who have pure power?

So what exactly did Lin Hao rely on? This gave Ghost Nine a headache ......



What? So he very much doubted whether Lin Hao was swindling ......

"Oh, oriental people like to put on airs and graces." One of Ghost Nine's men really

can't accept Lin Hao's high and mighty, and spoke out to retort, one started to retort, it
gave the others confidence, so they spoke one after another, thinking that Lin Hao was

bluffing, even Bob who was still looking at Lin Hao thinking it was a hope was instantly

discouraged again, that's an Orc ah ...... hey Jenny good life ......

"Can you hear what they're saying?" Twitter that asked the person monitoring the

surveillance, he watched as Ghost Nine's expression changed and changed towards Lin

Hao, quite curious as to what they were actually saying.

The person monitoring the surveillance nodded, and then played back the

previous video screen and then the sound out.

When he listened as well as watched the screen, especially when he heard Lin

Hao's sentence that in the eyes of a true expert, these are nothing, he was also inwardly

shocked, for him, these individual surveillance is really of no use to him, of course this is
after his mutation, but before the mutation, he would have been eaten to death by such a

meticulous layout network, even as soon as he arrived here, he would have been

subdued ......

What kind of power does he possess? Could it be an Eastern innate patriarch? If it

is an innate patriarch, then it really makes sense for the Black Scorpion to be

exterminated, after all, a really powerful innate patriarch may not be much, but there are
hundreds of them in China, and it still makes sense to exterminate the elite forces of the

Black Scorpion organization ......



"I thought it was just an orientalist who knew how to triple kick, but now it seems

that it is still an innate patriarch, but so what? I've decided, I'm going to eat this man,
raw!" Twitter that said with a grimace on his face.

Chapter 1008

Jenny was also following Twitter that had the privilege of seeing such a scene, seeing Lin
Hao's confident appearance, originally had a glimmer of hope stored in her heart, but
seeing Twitter's conceited to the extreme appearance, instantly despairing again, she felt
her hope was dashed, now all she wanted was, when Lin Hao and the others came, telling
them to hurry up and leave ......

"Brother Lin, it's all because of me that you...? 地零闭洱染爱伍拂? ...woooo ......"

The man behind Twitter that looked at Jenny's appearance, especially when he

saw Jenny's steely gaze, said to Twitter that, "Boss, I see that she seems to have made up

her mind. I'm afraid that when Ghost Nine and the others arrive later, they will make a

speech to let them escape ......"

Looking at the worried look of his men, Push Turner sneered and said

contemptuously, "Don't worry, no one can escape when they come to the eighth ruin,
even if we lose, X won't let them go ...... and we won't lose. At the same time they will

not leave, because they are here to save this kind beautiful woman, how can they come

here and leave? Did you not see his father's determined face? As a western nobleman, it's
an attitude that doesn't allow retreating from a battle ......"

After Twitter that finished, he himself could not help but laugh, a real western
aristocrat? That is a ridiculous joke, after all, look at where they are staying now, this is
a place that has been trampled on, has always existed this in, a hundred years of shame,



I'm afraid it can not be erased, the aristocratic army, is so unbearable, a few hours easily

trampled out, ha ha, aristocracy? The Western aristocracy? A self-deceiving lie in the

sky ......

"Boss, I still find it believable when you say as a father, but you say aristocracy?
Ahahahaha, isn't that just a joke? Western aristocracy, is the most ridiculous thing in this

world, that chivalry, is even more the pope spread a big lie ......" the subordinate who
prompted before bright size, said patting the horse's back.

Just when he hadn't finished speaking, the tweeter that showed his fangs up

madly, a bite directly on his neck, a trickle of blood sprayed outward, the man had not

reacted, and then directly did not breathe!

Dead ......

In less than a second, he was dead ......

There was not even the slightest chance to react, everyone stepped back in shock,
how did the boss suddenly go crazy? Did it irritate him somewhere? Or did the illness

strike?

No one dared to ask, only constantly afraid of fear, afraid of pushing that again

crazy, after all, the dead, right in front of their eyes, not even the room to resist, even
faster than the speed of the bullet shot, they are also considered experts, but even a little

shadow did not lay to catch, the most fearful part of human beings is that all you have of

him is unknown ......



Jenny screamed in terror, she was a good person who felt that God treated

everyone with immense seriousness and thought that life was something supremely
beautiful, but now a man was dying right in front of her eyes and she couldn't accept
it ......

Pushena twisted her neck and moved her confinement, and when she had done so,
took out a white kerchief and wiped the corners of her mouth, "The dry blood is very hard
to drink."

After throwing away the silk handkerchief, which was already red with blood,
Tatiana then said, "The Pope is a supreme being and will not allow you ants to slander

him, and if the next time anyone says anything bad about the Pope, then it will be the

same as what happened to him! Of course this is a situation where saying something like

this in front of me is such a situation, I can't guarantee what the end result will be if I say

something like this in front of the boss ......"

When it comes to the boss, Twitter is incomparable respect, but when it comes to

the Pope, he is in awe, just like the fear of God, such awe is no less sincere than Jenny's
fear of God, and there is also fear in it ......

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1009-1010
Chapter 1009

The men who were still in fear and panic of the unknown were instantly relieved ...... The
horror that had just erupted from the tweet and the determination to kill for some

unknown reason was something that they could not accept from the bottom of their
hearts, but now that they knew why Joz was dead, their worries were relieved and they

secretly put the word "Pope" in the back of their minds. Before the modernization of the

West, the Pope was the supreme being, but of course at that time the supreme being

existed because of faith, but nowadays, because of the modernization, many people are



atheists and non-believers, besides, in the age of science, everything is about science, and
faith and theology is a kind of divine doctrine that cannot be explained visually by science,
which leads people who do not believe in God to directly ignore the existence of the
Pope ......

How to say it, just like the people of China, I believe you exist because you can

bring me benefits, but you can't bring benefits to me, I don't believe it ......

"Boss, they entered the central area ......" one of the men behind him made a sound,
a small voice with a faint tremor, he was still in fear, for? er Lu steak love whisk love

serve? As far as he was concerned, when he joined this organization himself became the

devil, all prefer to become the devil, naturally he did not want to die.

"Let them in, lads, and give me a good wooing of them!" Twitter that stood up and

waved his arms, he was only the person who carried out the first step of the plan, there
were many more steps to follow this plan, but well, all of them were otherwise by him,
and then the head of their Black Scorpion lead to participate over did not show too much
dissatisfaction, but directly let him carry out his plan ......

Originally according to the Black Scorpion lead to join the 'X' organization of that

person plan is to send someone to play a head, they envisaged that if Bob could invite a

strong international hit team, and then cooperate with Lin Hao to save the people out,
they then intercepted halfway, snatching Jenny again, and even have other plans, at that
time pushing that has become the Orca, feel no need for other plans, so the back

completely did not listen, but stood up and volunteered to say that only he alone can

solve, as for the follow-up plan, to hell with it ......

This is the arrogance of his bones, at that time he still remembered Jelly mouth

there are countless words to say, but was interrupted by him flinging the door, now think



about their own or impulsive, should have given Jelly face, after all, the freshman is Jelly

brought ...... although he betrayed the boss, but this is all justifiable just betrayal is
betrayal, his heart is not comfortable he can never change ......

"Boss, I'm going to avenge you!" Push that said excitedly, voice violently coughing
up, this is too much excitement, resulting in vocal tracts have changed, which is also the

concentration of anger.

"Damn the Orientals, if we hadn't had the means to become Orcs that day, how
could you and the rest of our brothers have been wiped out in the East, boss? Lord Pope

should have rescued us long ago!" Pietro said reverently, once again showing great respect
for the Pope, watching his men clasp their hands to their chests, these great evil men who

had been so vicious in the past were now acting like priests, which was quite funny.

But Jenny was looking at the good, and she said hopefully, "Can you spare them?
God would love you all. ......"

"Fizzle! ......" Twitter that rose up in anger and stared at Jenny like a wild animal,
inside his scarlet fangs, emitting a heavy smell of blood, a warning and an expression of

his anger, "Don't mention God damn it to me!"

Once again Jenny was too frightened to speak, she thought that these people who
had just prayed piously were truly believing in God. She was being too nice, or she
wouldn't have thought the other person would turn out to be nice after just seeing the

slightest gesture of faith in goodness ......



"Shut the fuck up!" Twitter that glared at Jenny, the damn beautiful woman. He
had been very upset for a long time.

Chapter 1010

Bob had figured out via satellite phone where the location specified by Twitter was.

Above the short building was a steam engine from the 1920's which ejected a

huge amount of water vapour every half hour, it was old fashioned workmanship and still

works today, so you can imagine how superb the workmanship was back then, but of
course they are not running for many years, just like the rusty floor when they came in,
they are also late ......

The reason why they work under load is because the people who live here are
vagrants or poor people who have no place to live, and they naturally try to make the

most of it as they can ......

Lin Hao looked at the building in front of him that looked like it was ancient, so
old that it also felt like a return to history, he knew that F had gone through something

and wondered if it had anything to do with that ......

Night one looked at Lin Hao's rather curious look at things around him, walked up
and spoke directly to introduce, "This eighth ruin used to be an industrial ruin complex

that was defeated by a neighboring country's blitzkrieg raid during World War II, of
course the blitzkrieg fame was implemented before him ...... and the people of country F

kept this ruin as a warning to tell their people to remember this moment of shame ......"



Lin Hao nodded as he listened, there was also such an existence in the country ......

Bob listened to the words of the night one, the already bleak look even more bleak,
but immediately returned to worry look in, looking at Lin Hao is still related to these

ancient buildings, but also let his heart is very upset, at the same time the heart is praying

for him.

For Lin Hao's next situation, he knew in advance, even if how Lin Hao just acted

how outstanding, but in front of absolute strength, all these are nothing.

And the castle he was about to lose was nothing to him, it was a castle with a curse
that he had wanted to give away for a long time, he just didn't have the right
opportunity ......

Lauren did not dare to say anything to reprimand him because Bob was there, and
he still had the shock of what Ghost Nine had just done to Lin Hao fresh in his mind, so he
did not dare to drink to Lin Hao at all like he did before ......

Ghost nine is particularly fond of such a place, he went out from such a place, as
for what history ah, victory ah, shame ah, to him, are not a big deal.

"Oriental, you have arrived inside the enemy's territory, if you are not afraid of

death, you had better keep a low profile for me." Ghost Nine's words were domineering,
but his tone was vague.



Lin Hao laughed as he listened, "The all victorious Black Scorpions were all

destroyed by me, what are the old and weak Black Scorpions afraid of?" After saying that
Lin Hao shook his head one by one, and Night One followed with a loud laugh.

"Still continuing your lies?" Ghost Nine scoffed, but the bottom of his heart was

still weak.

"Damn it!" Inside the basement, after hearing these words, Pushtner roared in

anger and slammed his fist into the surrounding tin erected house, a piece of tin was

instantly dented, both his men and Jenny just jumped in shock, was this the strength that

a regular person possessed? A fist blast down the tin ...... this if it hit the body of a person,
will not be directly dead?

But none of the things that happened to Twitter that were things that could be
understood by a normal person, and they just lowered their heads in silent shock ......

"I'm going to eat him!" Zero ground cover er love picking up dye? Prey ......

"Quickly go ah ......" Jenny's voice was mute with tears, Twitter that was too
scary ......

From inside the surveillance, you can see Lin Hao and others are moving step after

step closer to this, pushing the fierce and incomparable fangs to show, his men all pull out

their firearms and are fiddling as well as pulling the bolt, the situation is gradually

gripping.



Lin Hao also felt that the people around him did not have the same subtle mood of
looking at each other as before, but were all on guard, the night one who was joking with
himself just now was also looking ahead with his eyes shining, looking alert, Lin Hao then
looked much more relaxed, when he saw the ghost nine he roughly guessed the strength

of the other party, and then heard that the other party was from the Black Scorpion

organization, Lin Hao felt even more that it was just a self-imposed revenge ......

Only the revenge itself made him very unhappy, even someone as kind as Jenny

had to be used to blackmail, did this group of people have a conscience?

"Jenny, wait for me, I'll get you out in a minute ......" Lin Hao whispered, for Jenny
he was very grateful, when his will was incomparably low, it was Jenny who pulled

himself up, that vast as a starry river inside the eyes, full of hope for life, kind and

innocent, like an angel in the sky that gives people endless warmth, her beauty, her
kindness, is one of the few things that can appease Lin Hao ......
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